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WHO I WHAT IS ASI?
Academic! Services! International! is! an! independent! test! preparation! company!
specializing!in!SAT/ACT!test!preparation.!ASI!was!founded!by!experienced!teachers!who!
developed! a! very! unusual! SAT/ACT! prep! program! that! focuses! on! the! SAT/ACT! test!
repetition! and! question! recognition,! not! content! and! solutions.! This! unique! focus!
produces! dramatic! score! increases! and! has,! as! a! result,! spread! by! wordBofBmouth! to!
over!45!international!and!American!schools!in!30!countries!around!the!world.!

A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT APPROACH
Content I Method:
• The SAT/ACT are "how to " tests. They are NOT critical thinking tests. Critical thinkers
over think the test. They bring too many possibilities "to the table," spend too much time
evaluating these possibilities, and then, because they now have so many possibilities to
consider, are more likely to choose a wrong answer. (This is why very bright students do
not get comparably high SAT/ACT scores.) The SAT/ACT must be approached as a
STANDARDIZED TEST - find the CLUE in the question, find the match in the answer
choices and move on.
• Other courses generally teach vocabulary and math. ASI does not. Students ALREADY
KNOW all the grammar and math content that is needed. Focus does not need to be on
learning new content, just recognizing when to apply the content that has already been
learned. Vocabulary skills vary greatly from student to student, but ASI will show how to
get correct answers, even when all the words are not known, by using CLUES in the
question to eliminate possibilities. And students are provided with the BEST resources
for building the level of vocabulary that is on the SAT/ACT.
• It is recognition of the question that is important, not the solution to that question. This
is a very repetitious test. Only a few types of questions are repeatedly asked. If the test
taker solves one question but fails to recognize the other 4 or 5 that are exactly the
same solution, scores will be minimized. Because the types of repeated questions are
few, the student only needs to learn the few types and then learn to recognize that type
each and every time it is repeated. The solution for each of the same type is exactly the
same. This approach minimizes the time needed to prepare for the test.
• The student needs to be aware that the SAT/ACT are repetitive tests and then learn to
recognize the repetition to be able to effectively "work" the test. It also involves good test
taking skills. which are no longer taught to students in school. Although many of these
are just common sense, they must be pointed out to the student.
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WHAT  SETS  US  APART?
  Faculty:
ASI   places   a   strong   emphasis   on   the   quality   of   ASI   teachers.   They   are  
selected  for  their  skills  in  teaching  as  well  as  their  intercultural  strengths.  Each  
has   New  York   State   Certification   in   education   and   over   twenty-five   years   of  
classroom  teaching  experience.  
  ASI  Structure:
5IF "4* DPVSTF JT B  IPVS QSPHSBN  PòFSFE PO UIF TDIPPM QSFNJTFT PWFS UXP
DPOTFDVUJWFXFFLFOET&WFSZUIJOHZPVOFFEUPLOPXBCPVUUIF4"5"$5UIFXIBU
BOEUIFIPXDBOCFUBVHIUJOPOMZIPVST:PVEPOUOFFEXFFLTUPMFBSOUIF
iXIBU BOE IPXw:PV POMZ OFFE UP QSBDUJDF  BU ZPVS PXO QBDF BOE DPOWFOJFODF 
PODF ZPV EP LOPX IPX  *OEJWJEVBM UVUPSJOH  BT OFFEFE  JT QSPWJEFE EVSJOH UIF
XFFLEBZTCFUXFFOGPSNBMTFTTJPOTBUOPBEEJUJPOBMGFFPSDPTUUPUIFTUVEFOU*G
BOZTUVEFOUXBOUTUPSFQFBUUIFDPVSTFJOBTVCTFRVFOUTFTTJPO JOXIPMFPSJOQBSU 
JUJTBMTPGSFFPGDIBSHF
JUJTBMTPG
  Scores:
*UJTPGUFOCFMJFWFEUIBUPOFDBOOPUQSFQBSFGPSUIF4"5"$50VSTUBUJTUJDTQSPWF
UIBU ZPV $"/ QSFQBSF  TVCTUBOUJBMMZ JNQSPWJOH ZPVS UFTUUBLJOH TLJMMT BOE
ESBNBUJDBMMZSBJTJOHTDPSFT*OEJWJEVBMJODSFBTFTSBOHFGSPNUPQPJOUT.PTU
BWFSBHF TDPSF JODSFBTFT SBOHF GSPN  UP  QPJOUT PWFS GPSNFS 14"5 PS 4"5
TDPSFT 'SPN UJNF UP UJNF XF DIFDL UIF SFMFWBODF PG "4* QSBDUJDF UFTUT *O B
DPOUSPMMFE HSPVQ  UIF BWFSBHF JODSFBTF PG UIPTF XIP UPPL UIF "4* DPVSTF XBT
SFQPSUFE UISFF UJNFT IJHIFS UIBO UIPTF XIP EJE OPU UBLF UIF DPVSTF "OPUIFS
TDIPPMXJUIBIJHI14"5CBTFSFQPSUFEUIBUUIF4"5UFTUTDPSFTPGUIPTFXIPEJEOPU
TDIPPM
UBLFUIF"4*DPVSTFXFOUCFMPXUIF14"5MFWFMCZBOBWFSBHFPGQPJOUT5IPTF
XIPEJEUBLFUIFDPVSTF POBOBWFSBHF TIPXFEBOJODSFBTFPGQPJOUTPWFSUIF
14"5CBTF5IFDPSSFMBUJPOCFUXFFO4"5"$5TDPSFTBOEUIF4"5"$5QSBDUJDFTDPSF
IBTSBOHFECFUXFFOBOE
        Course  Materials:
5IF "4* QBDLFU DPOUBJOT &7&3:5)*/( ZPV OFFE UP QSFQBSF GPS UIF 4"5"$58F
QSPWJEFUIFCFTUSFTPVSDFNBUFSJBMUPGBDJMJUBUFMFBSOJOHBOEBEBQUUPBMMMFBSOJOH
TUZMFT
'03"%%*5*0/"-*/'03."5*0/FNBJM[NVTUBGB!BTJTBUDPN
XFCXXXBTJTBUDPN


